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The tilted ﬁber Bragg grating (TFBG) is a new kind of ﬁber-optic sensor that possesses all the advantages
of well-established Bragg grating technology in addition to being able to excite cladding modes re-
sonantly. This device opens up a multitude of opportunities for single-point sensing in hard-to-reach
spaces with very controllable cross-sensitivities, absolute and relative measurements of various para-
meters, and an extreme sensitivity to materials external to the ﬁber without requiring the ﬁber to be
etched or tapered. Over the past ﬁve years, our research group has been developing multimodal ﬁber-
optic sensors based on TFBG in various shapes and forms, always keeping the device itself simple to
fabricate and compatible with low-cost manufacturing. This paper presents a brief review of the prin-
ciple, fabrication, characterization, and implementation of TFBGs, followed by our progress in TFBG
sensors for mechanical and biochemical applications, including one-dimensional TFBG vibroscopes, ac-
celerometers and micro-displacement sensors; two-dimensional TFBG vector vibroscopes and vector
rotation sensors; reﬂective TFBG refractometers with in-ﬁber and ﬁber-to-ﬁber conﬁgurations; polari-
metric and plasmonic TFBG biochemical sensors for in-situ detection of cell, protein and glucose.
& 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
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The ﬁeld of optical ﬁber technology has experienced an inter-
esting return towards its sources over the past few years. Because
of the need for ever increasing communication capacity, trans-
mission systems based on multimode optical ﬁbers are being de-
veloped for mode multiplexing applications [1–4]. The same is
true for optical ﬁber sensors where there is a growing interest in
using the simultaneous but differential response of optical ﬁber
modes to perturbations as a means of increasing the sensitivity,
capacity, or limits of detection (LOD) in sensing systems [5,6]. In
order to access these improved functionalities however, some
form of mode control is required. While complex mode launching
instrumentation based on free space optics can be used in tele-
communications, such complexity is prohibitively expensive in
sensing. In optical ﬁber sensors, mode control is most easily
achieved from a ﬁber with single mode core by using a grating to
couple from this well-deﬁned starting point to higher order modes
at speciﬁc wavelengths determined by the phase matching con-
dition of the grating [7–15]. Polarization control is also useful and
often necessary, especially in sensing applications involving sur-
face plasmon resonance (SPR) or other “plasmonic” effects [16–19].
The ﬁrst widespread grating-assisted multimodal optical ﬁber
sensors relied on long period gratings (LPGs) that couple core
guided light to forward propagating cladding modes of the same
ﬁber. It is with LPGs that the wide range of sensing modalities that
are possible with cladding modes was discovered [12]. Unlike the
core mode, cladding modes properties are sensitive to bending
and to the surrounding refractive index for instance. Furthermore
these sensitivities vary widely from mode to mode, as mode ﬁeld
shape, effective index and polarization depend strongly on mode
order and launching conditions. The ﬁnal great advantage is that
conventional single mode ﬁbers (of any kind, including low cost
telecommunication ﬁbers and plastic optical ﬁbers) inherently
guide hundreds of cladding modes without further modiﬁcation
because of the large size of the cladding diameter relative to
wavelength.
LPGs for sensing have limitations however. In “normal” LPGs with
grating induced index change that is azimuthally symmetric in the
ﬁber cross section, only modes with the same azimuthal symmetry as
the incoming core mode can be excited and polarization control is
difﬁcult if not impossible. In polarization selective applications, it
means that half the light is “wasted”, i.e. not participating in the
sensing mechanism and thus contributing to a high background sig-
nal (and reduced signal to noise ratio). This can be improved upon
however by using the “excessively tilted” grating structures devel-
oped by Zhou and Zhang et al. at Aston University in the UK [20–22],
where LPGs with tilted grating planes are used, thereby breaking the
azimuthal symmetry and allowing the excitation of polarization dis-
tinct cladding modes in many important applications, including in-
ﬁber polarizers [23–25], lasers [26–28], sensors [29–31] and spectral
interrogators [32–38]. The main drawback of LPGs however comes
from their perceived advantage: the grating phase match condition
between an incident core mode and the cladding modes depends on
the DIFFERENCE between the effective indices of the two modes
being coupled. Because of the relative dispersion of the two modes,
the resonance wavelength of these couplings can be made extremelysensitive to select perturbations, and this is considered very good for
sensing applications. However, by the same principle such cladding
mode resonances are sensitive to everything and it is nearly im-
possible to eliminate cross-talk between the desired measurand and
other effects, most notably temperature or small bends.
The present paper describes a structure that is apparently si-
milar to a LPG but differs in many important aspects. A tilted ﬁber
Bragg grating (TFBG) has a grating period similar to that of a
regular ﬁber Bragg grating (FBG), i.e. roughly one third of the
wavelength (in glass ﬁbers) but grating planes that are weakly
tilted relative to the ﬁber axis. Similar to LPGs, this tilt enables
strong coupling between the core mode and select cladding modes
but the phase matching condition is different, as the resonance
wavelength depends on the SUM of the effective indices (the
corresponding theory was developed by Erdogan et al. at Roche-
ster University in the US [39–41] and in many other follow up
papers [42–53]). This makes resonance positions much less sen-
sitive to perturbations but much more controllable in real appli-
cations [54–60]. Furthermore, the phase matching condition also
implies that the linewidth of resonances is orders of magnitude
smaller than LPGs and that the spacing between individual re-
sonances is much smaller, meaning that hundreds of resonances
can be measured simultaneously and compared using a spectral
range of less than 100 nm. In the remainder of this paper, the
fabrication and properties of TFBGs and their transmission/re-
ﬂection spectra will be described, followed by a review of their
sensing applications, with special emphasis on mechanical sensing
for structural health monitoring and biochemical sensing for in-
situ medical detections.2. TFBG fabrication and sensing principle
2.1. Fabrication
TFBGs are fabricated using the same tools and techniques as
standard FBGs, i. e. from a permanent refractive index change in-
duced in doped glasses by an interference pattern between two
intense ultraviolet laser beams [61], or a point by point approach
[62]. In general however, the phase mask technique [63–66] is
preferred for mass produced FBGs. In this case, the interference
pattern is generated by a diffractive phase mask located in close
proximity to the ﬁber. The period of the grating is ﬁxed by the
phase mask and because of the proximity of the ﬁber, low co-
herence ultraviolet sources can be used, such as high energy
pulsed excimer lasers. With a phase mask, tilting can be done in
two ways: rotating the phase mask and ﬁber consistently around
an axis perpendicular to the laser beam (phase mask and ﬁber are
kept parallel), or keeping the ﬁber and phase mask perpendicular
to the incident writing beam but rotating the phase mask around
the axis of the writing beam. We have found by experience that
rotating the ﬁber phase mask assembly by the former technique
(inset of Fig. 1) provides the best spectral responses for strong
TFBGs with tilt angles between 4° and 30°. We use an excimer
laser operating at 193 nm wavelength to make TFBGs in standard
single mode ﬁbers that have been hydrogen-loaded to enhance
their photosensitive response.
Fig. 1. TFBG inscription system based on phase mask assembly rotation technique (inset).
Fig. 2. Sketch of the conﬁguration of the TFBG.
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Fig. 2 presents the conﬁguration of the TFBG. Incoming core
guided light interacts with a permanent refractive index grating
that has been inscribed in the ﬁber by intense ultraviolet light
irradiation through a diffractive phase mask. A tilt in the or-
ientation of the grating planes favors the coupling of light to
modes guided by the cladding instead of the core. Since the
cladding diameter is very large (4100 μm, almost 100 times the
wavelength) a large number of modes can be excited, each at a
speciﬁc wavelength, resulting in a ﬁne comb of resonances (hun-
dreds of) in the transmission spectrum of the grating (Fig. 3). The
tilt of the grating is an important parameter that can be used to
choose which set of cladding modes is going to be excited (Fig. 3),Fig. 3. Measured TFBG transmission spectra as a function of tilt angle.over the range from tens of nanometers to more than one hundred
nanometers. As a result, it makes it possible to adjust the oper-
ating range of the sensor in order to optimize the response for
different kinds of perturbations (Fig. 4).
2.3. Sensing principle
2.3.1. Core mode
The core mode of a TFBG is identiﬁed by the resonance with the
longest wavelength and it is the most conﬁned mode. This re-
sonance presents the same temperature (10 pm/°C) and axial
strain (1 pm/με) sensing characteristics as that of standard FBGs,
and it is inherently insensitive to events outside the cladding.
Because all the core and cladding mode resonances have the same
temperature dependence and hence shift together with tempera-
ture, the temperature cross sensitivity of most other sensing
modalities can be removed simply by measuring relative wave-
length shifts (relative to the core mode resonance for instance)
instead of absolute wavelengths [67].
2.3.2. Ghost modes
The ghost modes of TFBG are a group of strongly guided clad-
ding modes which interact much with core–cladding interface but
little with the outside ﬁber boundary [68]. It is because their re-
sonances are adjacent to the core mode (approximately 2 nm away
on the shorter wavelength side) and most often form a single re-
sonance that is spectrally similar (in amplitude and width) with
that of core mode, that they are named “ghost” modes.
To gain a better understanding of the characteristics of the
ghost modes we used numerical mode simulation (OptiGrating) to
analyze the composition of the ghost resonance and the transverse
electric ﬁeld amplitude distributions of its constituent modes [69].
We model the modes of a TFBG with a 4° tilt angle and Bragg
resonance centered at 1550 nm. Among low order LPnm modes
(n¼0–3) we found that the ﬁrst order odd LP1m modes with
m¼1–4 contribute most to the ghost resonance. Fig. 5 shows the
amplitude distributions and transmission spectra of the basic low
order cladding LPnm modes and the ﬁrst-order odd LP1m modes
which contribute most to the ghost resonance (the red curves of
the inset in Fig. 5). Because these ﬁrst-order odd modes are ad-
jacent to the core–cladding interface with an asymmetrical dis-
tribution, any slight ﬁber bending may induce a change in their
transverse electric ﬁeld amplitude distributions. With help from a
discontinuity in the core (like off-set splicing, taper or core-dia-
meter mismatching [13]), such ghost modes can be recaptured
back to the ﬁber core with high efﬁciency. And the recoupling
Fig. 4. Mechanical and biochemical sensing based on TFBG cladding modes with wide spectral coverage.
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highly sensitive ﬁber-optic mechanical sensors like bending, ro-
tation, lateral pressure or vibration sensors (more details are dis-
cussed in Section 3). Although the combined spectrum of the re-
sonances making up the ghost resonance is complicated and ir-
regular, it does not matter as we can measure the total power in
the spectral band covering the whole resonance, not the detailed
spectral shape.
2.3.3. High order cladding modes
Further resonances at decreasing wavelengths correspond to
cladding guided modes with increasing amounts of evanescent
ﬁelds extending outside the cladding boundary (typically over aFig. 5. Numerical analysis of the composition of the ghost modes in a 4° TFBG: the amp
modes and the ﬁrst-order odd LP1m modes (inset). (For interpretation of the referencesthickness of the order of 2 μm above the cladding surface) [70,71].
When the immediate environment of the TFBG changes within the
region sampled by the mode evanescent ﬁelds, the resonance
positions of the corresponding cladding modes change accordingly
(Fig. 6a). The largest resonance shift occurs when the evanescent
ﬁeld of the modes overlaps maximally with the perturbation,
usually for the least guided resonances, i.e. at the shortest wave-
lengths. However, at further decreasing wavelengths there comes
a point at which the grating couples light to modes that are no
longer guided by the cladding. These leaky modes have resonance
positions that do not shift in wavelength in response to sur-
rounding refractive index (SRI) changes, but only in amplitude. The
boundary between guided and leaky modes is called the “cut-offlitude distributions and transmission spectra of the basic low order cladding LPnm
to color in this ﬁgure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 6. Measured spectral transmission characteristics of a 12° TFBG: (a) versus surrounding RI and (b) versus different orientations of the input light polarization, (c) the
simulated horizontal component of the transverse electric ﬁeld of representative S and P modes near “cut-off”. Note: the “cut-off” mode is marked by red asterisk “*”. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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resonance, as indicated by the red stars in Fig. 6a) and the last
guided mode before this point has the maximum extent of eva-
nescent ﬁeld penetration in the external medium (and hence the
largest sensitivity). The operating point (i.e. the range of wave-
lengths where modes have maximum sensitivity, near the “cut-off
point” for instance) determines the choice of tilt angle: increasing
the tilt angle shifts the maximum of the resonance amplitudes
towards lower wavelengths.
Moreover, a further mode selection mechanism (i.e. polariza-
tion) can be used to reﬁne the sensing capabilities of the TFBG
[72–74]. By launching linearly polarized light in the core (polar-
ization rotated from 0° to 90° relative to the tilt plane), cladding-
guided resonances with strong polarization dependence have been
obtained. Fig. 6b presents two very different families of cladding
modes that can be selected: modes with radially polarized eva-
nescent ﬁelds (hereafter named P-modes, as they are excited byFig. 7. Schematic diagram and photograph of gold-coated plasmonic TFcore guided light that is P-polarized relative to the tilt plane), and
modes with azimuthally polarized evanescent ﬁelds (excited by
S-polarized core mode). Fig. 6c shows the horizontal component of
the electric ﬁeld for representative S- and P-modes. Since S- and
P-modes have different reﬂection characteristics at the boundary:
S-modes have their electric ﬁeld parallel to the cladding boundary
and P-modes are perpendicular. A comparison of the relative
changes observed in a pair of S- and P-modes provides a self-re-
ferenced tool to measure even smaller changes at the cladding
surface than un-polarized TFBGs [75]. This technique will be in-
troduced in Section 4.
2.3.4. Surface plasmon resonances
So called “Surface Plasmon Resonance”, or SPR, sensors are
devices that can measure the effective index of plasmons and their
changes in response to modiﬁcations in a thin layer close to a
metal surface [76]. The plasmons that are actually used for sensingBG and its transmission spectra versus P and S input polarizations.
Fig. 8. One-dimensional accelerometer (TFBG with an abrupt biconical taper) [69].
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surface of a metal ﬁlm deposited on a solid dielectric support
(Fig. 7). When the SRI of the outer medium is smaller than that of
the solid support, a propagating wave incident from the support
side can be totally internally reﬂected at the support metal
boundary but phase-matched to a quasi-plasmon excitation at the
outer boundary of the metal. In order for this coupling to occur,
the incident wave must be polarized in the plane of incidence (i. e.
TM- or P-polarized) and the metal layer must be thin enough to let
some light tunnel across. It is the tunneling wave that excites the
quasi-plasmon and when this coupling occurs the reﬂected wave
loses power and the corresponding cladding mode resonance loses
amplitude (Fig. 7).
In order to effectively excite and accurately measure plasmon
resonances and hence to achieve this optimum sensitivity, SPR
based TFBG sensors have been developed and well studied [77–
83]. There are two unique features of TFBGs: the strong polariza-
tion selectivity (comes from the breaking of the cylindrical sym-
metry of non-polarization-maintaining ﬁbers) and the high-den-
sity comb of narrowband spectral resonances. This makes it pos-
sible to excite SPR and to measure their spectral location with
quality factors between 103 and 104. Therefore, SPR based TFBG
sensors open up a multitude of opportunities for single-point
biochemical sensing in hard-to-reach spaces, and offer an ex-
tremely improved LOD level to molecular interactions together
with very controllable cross-sensitivities.3. TFBG mechanical sensors
Structural health monitoring is a critical issue in various en-
gineering applications, especially for civil engineering, energy and
the aerospace industry. Mechanical sensors play an important role
for understanding and evaluating the health status of suchstructures. Over the last ten years, multimodal and multifunctional
ﬁber-optic mechanical sensors based on TFBG have been devel-
oping, including bending sensors [84–88], inclinometer [89,90],
lateral force sensors [91,92], displacement sensors [93], twist
sensors [94–97], vibroscopes [68,98–100], accelerometers [69],
and microwave [101,102] and interrogation components [103–
106]. The devices discussed herein beneﬁt from the following
desirable features: (i) linear response (less than 1% deviation from
linearity over the measurement range), (ii) cost-effective inter-
rogation (measure of power rather than wavelength), (iii) self-
calibration (power ﬂuctuations from the light source and trans-
mission line can be canceled out by referring to a spectrally se-
parated Bragg resonance which is immune to vibration and slight
bending), (iv) elimination of temperature cross-sensitivity (the
power response of the detected cladding resonances are in-
sensitive to temperature), (v) compact size (1020 mm in length
and diameter less than 2 mm); (vi) suitability for embedding in
engineered structures (the sensors work in reﬂection). These TFBG
mechanical sensors are aimed at applications where optical sen-
sors are preferred over electrical ones, for example, long term
structural health monitoring of relatively large structures where a
number of sensors need to be embedded and connected, or for
applications where light weight and immunity to electromagnetic
interference is critical.
3.1. One-dimensional TFBG mechanical sensors
As discussed in Section 2, ghost modes are low order cladding
modes and they are very sensitive to ﬁber bending (both static and
dynamic). However, they do not show up in reﬂection because
they cannot propagate for a long distance along the ﬁber cladding
owing to the absorption of the high-index jacket material. How-
ever, when the ﬁber is kept straight and the cladding is not cov-
ered by absorbing material, such modes can propagate for several
T. Guo et al. / Optics & Laser Technology 78 (2016) 19–33 25centimeters without much loss. Therefore, the key point is that if
we can induce a “bridge” located a short distance upstream of the
TFBG so that the ghost modes can be effectively recaptured back to
the ﬁber core, then they can propagate back to the interrogation
system with low loss. Over the last few years, various “bridge”
conﬁgurations have been reported, such as using a offset splicing
[68], an abrupt biconical fused taper [69,89] to recouple light from
the cladding modes to the core for vibration, acceleration and
inclination measurement, and using a core-diameter mismatched
ﬁber section as cladding mode coupler [86,107] for bending sen-
sors and refractometers.
3.1.1. Accelerometer
Fig. 8 presents a ﬁber-optic accelerometer comprising a TFBG
and an abrupt biconical taper, all encapsulated in a plastic tube
using a rigid ultraviolet-cured acrylate epoxy [69]. The electric-
arc-heating induced taper is located a short distance upstream
from the TFBG and functions as a bridge to recouple the TFBG-
excited lower-order cladding modes back into the ﬁber core. This
recoupling is extremely sensitive to microbending (Fig. 8a, PDG).
We avoid complex wavelength interrogation by simply monitoring
the power change in reﬂection, which we show to be proportional
to acceleration (Fig. 8c). In addition, the Bragg resonance is vir-
tually unaffected by ﬁber bending (Fig. 8a, PDB) and can be used as
a power reference to cancel out any light source ﬂuctuations. The
proposed accelerometer provides a constant linear response
(nonlinearityo1%) over an acceleration range from 0.5 to 12.5 g, a
ﬂat amplitude sensitivity over a vibration frequency range from DC
to 250 Hz and a adjustable resonance frequency by simply varying
the sensor length. The composite structure is very stiff to ensure a
good transfer of the vibrations from the tube to the TFBG and
provides long term protection, even in harsh environments.
3.1.2. Micro-displacement sensor
Fig. 9 presents a novel method for micro-displacement mea-
surement based on a non-uniform tilt modulation of a weak TFBG
[93]. A metal bending cantilever beam is used to provide a dis-
placement-induced Gaussian-strain-gradient along the sensingFig. 9. One-dimensional micro-displacement sensorTFBG (Fig. 9, precisely pasting the TFBG at the center Gaussian-
strain gradient region is essential to maximize the sensor quality).
The internal tilt angles of the grating fringes are modulated non-
uniformly via the displacement-induced Gaussian-strain-gradient
and a dramatically weakened core-to-cladding mode coupling is
achieved (Fig. 9a) due to the phase mismatch between different
grating pitches. Compared to the same beam with a straight FBG
but Bragg reﬂection monitoring, the power response of the ghost
resonance in transmission shows an extremely improved sensi-
tivity (12 times higher) to the displacement change (Fig. 9b). The
proposed sensor provides a constant linear response over a dis-
placement range of several millimeters (dependent on the size of
supporting beam) and it is immune to a spatially uniform tem-
perature variation (less than 4% full scale for a temperature var-
iation from 0 °C to 90 °C).
3.2. Two-dimensional TFBG vector mechanical sensors
Orientation information is essential in many branches of me-
chanical measurement. For example, a precise identiﬁcation of the
orientation of a vibration is a key point to ﬁnd the position an
unknown or dynamically changing vibration source, in seismic
detection for instance. Traditional methods normally use several
separate sensors oriented orthogonally to measure two dimen-
sional or three dimensional strain ﬁelds and waves. This results in
sensors suffering from a complex conﬁguration and unavoidable
cross-talk between vibration or bending directions. The question is
how to use a single detector to achieve an orientation-recognized
mechanical measurement, i.e. a vector measurement. The polar-
ization dependency of high-order modes in TFBGs provides a po-
tential way for orientation-recognized sensing. Wavelength and
polarization control allows the users to select only EH modes
(oriented radially at the cladding boundary) or HE modes (or-
iented tangentially at the cladding boundary), as well as modes
with well deﬁned azimuthal power distributions across large
portions of the spectrum. Therefore, any vector sensing modality
that depends strongly on the polarization state and mode power
distribution of the light near the cladding boundary can be(TFBG with a non-uniform tilt modulation) [93].
Fig. 10. Two-dimensional vibroscope (MMF-TFBG using orthogonal-polarimetric detection) [100].
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How to transfer such strong polarization dependence from
high-order cladding modes to low-order modes (strongly guided
and inﬂuenced by core perturbations, but little by contact with the
cladding boundary)? A TFBG inscribed in multi-mode ﬁber (MMF)
provides a potential solution due to the physically “enlarged” ﬁber
core. We now demonstrate two our proposed sensors for vector
mechanical measurement by using such polarization-controlled
core modes in MMF-TFBGs [95].Fig. 11. Two-dimensional vector rotation sensor (MMF-T3.2.1. Vector vibroscope
Fig. 10 presents the two-dimensional vector vibration sensor
based on polarization-controlled cladding-to-core recoupling
[100]. A compact structure in which a short section of MMF stub
containing a weak TFBG is spliced to another single-mode ﬁber
without any lateral offset. Multiple core modes of the MMF are
coupled at the junction and appear as well deﬁned resonances (at
different wavelength) in reﬂection from the TFBG. The LP11 and
LP12 resonances are with orthogonal orientations and exhibit a
strong polarization and bending dependence (Fig. 10a). Both the
orientation (0–360°) and the amplitude of the vibrations can beFBG using orthogonal-polarimetric detection) [95].
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orthogonal-polarimetric lowest order LP1n modes (Fig. 10b).
Meanwhile, the unwanted power ﬂuctuations and temperature
perturbations can be referenced out by monitoring the funda-
mental LP01 mode resonance.
3.2.2. Vector rotation sensor
Fig. 11 presents orientation-recognized rotation sensor using a
polarimetric MMF-TFBG [95]. The larger diameter ﬁber core
(62.5 mm) and graded index core/cladding proﬁle enable the tilted
gratings to excite multiple high order core modes with sig-
niﬁcantly different polarization dependence and to form a well-
deﬁned “comb” of spectrally separated resonances at different
wavelengths (Fig. 11a). Orientation-recognized rotation measure-
ments (90° to 90°) have been achieved with sensitivity of
0.075 dB/° by using intensity monitoring of two orthogonally po-
larized odd core-modes, i.e. LP11 and LP12 (Fig. 11b). The proposed
sensor is compact, works in reﬂection, is insensitive to tempera-
ture (intensity detection instead of wavelength monitoring) and is
immune to unwanted intensity ﬂuctuations (differential intensity
measurement).4. TFBG biochemical sensors
The use of optical ﬁber devices as biochemical sensors presents
many well-known desirable features (size, cost, feasibility) for la-
bel-free methods as they contribute to the overall reduction in
costs and ease of use factors [108,109]. Fiber optic sensors can be
easily inserted into the media to be sensed (instead of having to
bring samples inside an instrument) either as a hand held probe or
as a set of remotely operated devices along a ﬁber optic cable (in
environmental monitoring applications for instance).
Most kinds of optical ﬁber refractometers work through the
perturbation of modal effective indices induced by changes in the
SRI. One of the issues associated with such devices is that in order
for the perturbation to be large, i.e. for the refractometer to be
sensitive, the modal ﬁeld considered must overlap strongly with
the region where SRI changes are to be measured. In practice, it
means that the highest sensitivity is achieved when the modes
involved in the measurement are close to their wavelength cut-off
point and hence extend far outside of their waveguiding layers.
Because of this, most types of glass ﬁber refractometers reported
so far achieve their highest sensitivities for SRI values larger than
1.4, i.e. for indices that are approaching that of the glass guiding
media. However, there are many important applications for re-
fractometers that operate in water or water-based solutions (in-
cluding most biological and many environmental applications)
where the SRI values are signiﬁcantly lower, near 1.33 at optical
wavelengths.
Moreover, it should be noted that for biochemical sensing
ﬁelds, it is usually necessary to improve the LOD levels to at least
105 RIU, by increasing the wavelength shift sensitivity while
keeping noise level down and spectral features narrow [110].
Fortunately, it has been recently demonstrated that the addition of
a nanometric-scale gold or silver coating overlay on the optical
ﬁber outer surface considerably enhances the refractometric sen-
sitivity through the generation of surface plasmon resonance. The
increased sensitivity achieved with plasmon waves arises because
of the large localization of electromagnetic energy in the layer
immediately adjacent to the metal surface. Any perturbation in
that layer, such as the bonding of analytes on receptor molecules
modiﬁes the local RI of the dielectric and the plasmon phase
velocity.
In recently years, a large number of multimodal and multi-
functional ﬁber-optic refractometers and biochemical sensorsbased on TFBG and SPR have been developed, such techniques
including: a combination of precise polarization control [72–75];
hybrid grating conﬁgurations [111–114]; coating the TFBG with
functionalized materials [115–123]; enabling the multiplexing of
TFBGs [124,125]; interrogating the TFBG in reﬂection [126–128];
simplifying the detection by using power instead of wavelength
shifts [129–133]; and functionalizing the sensor for surface plas-
mon resonance excitations by coating the grating with uniform
nanoscale metal ﬁlms and thus without a requirement to etch or
taper the ﬁbers [77–80,134–143].
4.1. Reﬂective TFBG refractometers
The refractometers discussed herein beneﬁt from the following
desirable features: (i) shift the highest sensitivity from high SRI
value (glass guiding media around 1.45) to low SRI value (water or
water-based solutions close to 1.33), (ii) measure power rather
than wavelength for cost-effective interrogation, (iii) the self-re-
ferenced core mode detection (independent of SRI) provides a
normalization signal that is proportional to the light source power
and therefore canceled out possible power ﬂuctuations, (iv) the
sensor works in reﬂection and the length of the entire sensor
“head” can be very small (as little as 10–20 mm) so that the sen-
sing probe can be easily inserted into the media to be sensed.
4.1.1. In-ﬁber reﬂective refractometer
Fig. 12 shows a novel in-ﬁber structure for power-referenced
refractometry with the capability to measure SRI as low as 1.33
[127]. The sensor is based on strong cladding to core recoupling. A
short optical ﬁber stub containing a weakly tilted Bragg grating is
spliced to another ﬁber with a large lateral offset. The reﬂection
from this structure occurs in two well-deﬁned wavelength bands,
the Bragg reﬂected core mode and the cladding modes (Fig. 12a).
The cladding modes reﬂect different amounts of power as the SRI
changes, while the core-mode reﬂection from the same weakly
tilted FBG remains unaffected by the SRI (Fig. 12b). The measured
sensitivity is up to 1100 nW/RIU for low SRI close to 1.33, and the
noise power of the sensing system is less than 10 nW. Meanwhile,
the power reﬂected in the core mode band can be used as a reli-
able reference to cancel out any possible power ﬂuctuations.
4.1.2. Fiber-to-ﬁber reﬂective refractometer
Fig. 13 presents a recently developed tip-reﬂective and power-
referenced refractometer based on strong ﬁber-to-ﬁber optical
coupling for a large range of SRI (from 1.33 to 1.45) [133]. A short
D-shaped ﬁber stub is placed in parallel and close contact to an-
other standard circular ﬁber containing a weak TFBG. The TFBG
couples the light from the circular ﬁber's core into its cladding
where it remains guided. Apart from the direct light coupling over
the contact interface, the evanescent ﬁeld from the guided clad-
ding modes penetrates the surroundings and reaches the D-ﬁber
core by tunneling across the medium into which the ﬁber pair is
located (Fig. 13a). The amount of tunneling depends strongly on
the SRI so that the total amount of light collected by the D-ﬁber
provides a measure of the SRI (Fig. 13b). Sensitivities ranging from
1000 to 13,000 nW/RIU have been obtained and the result is in-
dependent of temperature (within710 nW of uncertainty). The
measurement can be temperature-referenced through measure-
ment of the TFBG spectrum if needed.
4.2. Polarimetric and plasmonic TFBG biosensors
The biochemical sensors discussed herein are aimed at bio-
medical applications where rapid, low consumption and highly
sensitive detection of analytes at low concentrations are preferred.
State-of-the-art nanometric-coating together with precise
Fig. 12. In-ﬁber reﬂective refractometer (TFBG with an over offset splicing) [127].
Fig. 13. Fiber-to-ﬁber reﬂective refractometer (TFBG with a D-shaped ﬁber) [133].
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slight perturbation over coating layer, such as the bonding of
analytes on receptor molecules. The sensor itself is robust,compact in size, ease of use, good stability in physicochemical
properties together with remote operation ability, offer them a
multitude of opportunities for single-point sensing in hard-to-
Fig. 14. In-situ detection of density alteration in cells (TFBG with two orthogonal polarizations) [75].
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4.2.1. In-situ detection of density alteration in cells
By simply using a bare TFBG refractometer, human acute leu-
kemia cells with different intracellular densities and refractiveFig. 15. In-situ detection of urinary protein variatioindex ranging from 1.3342 to 1.3344 were clearly discriminated in-
situ [75]. The key point lies in using the differential transmission
spectrum between two orthogonal polarizations for the last gui-
ded mode resonance before the “cut-off” and leaky mode regime
(Fig. 14a), which clearly identiﬁes the most sensitive modalns (TFBG with ultrathin plasmonic coatings).
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matically cancels the effect of temperature and power level ﬂuc-
tuations. Leukemia cells at various stages of their lives have been
discriminated and the associated refractometric sensitivities
measured to be 1.8104 dB/RIU, corresponding to a LOD of
2105 RIU (Fig. 14b). This study conﬁrms the relationship be-
tween the intracellular density of cells and their RI, which might
be helpful to the understanding of cell drug resistance of cells, and
discovery of new physiological or pathological properties of cells.
4.2.2. In-situ detection of urinary protein variations
The biosensor conﬁguration reported in this work uses a TFBG
coated with a nanometer scale silver ﬁlm. The key point is that by
reducing the silver ﬁlm thickness to around 20–30 nm (rather than
50 nm for optimal SPR excitation), different modes of the TFBG
spectrum present very high but opposite sensitivities to RI changes
around the TFBG (Fig. 15a and b). Experimental results obtained
with the coated TFBG embedded inside a microﬂuidic channel
show an amplitude sensitivity greater than 8000 dB/RIU and a LOD
of 105 RIU (Fig. 15c). Using this device, the effect of different
concentrations of protein in rat urine were clearly differentiated
between healthy samples, nephropatic samples and samples from
individuals under treatment, with a protein concentration sensi-
tivity of 5.5 dB/(mg/ml) and a LOD of 1.5103 mg/ml. Those
results show a clear relationship between protein outﬂow and
variations in the RI of the urine samples between 1.3400 and
1.3408, pointing the way to the evaluation and development of
new drugs for nephropathy treatments. The integration of TFBGs
with microﬂuidic channels enables precise measurement control
over samples with sub-microliter volumes and does not require
accurate temperature control because of the elimination of the
temperature cross-sensitivity inherent in TFBG devices. Integration
of the TFBG with a hypodermic needle on the other hand would
allow similar measurements in vivo. Work is continuing on this
device to further demonstrate the sensor characteristics.Fig. 16. In-situ detection of glucose concentratio4.2.3. In-situ measurement of glucose concentrations
Different from the traditional plasmonic ﬁber-optic sensors
discussed above, here we takes advantage of the “unsaturated” or
“weakened” surface plasmon wave for glucose measurement. The
sensing probe used here is a silver-coated plasmonic TFBG. The
glucose in human serum is added with a proper GOx. As a con-
sequence, H2O2 will be produced due to the effect of enzymatic
oxidation. The presence of H2O2 will etch the silver coating over
the TFBG and therefore remove the SPR attenuation in transmis-
sion. The etch rate of the silver coating is proportional to the
concentration of the glucose in human serum and this can be
unambiguously detected by spectral monitoring of the SPR at-
tenuation in transmission. The simplicity of this homogeneous
assay makes it a good candidate for other biochemical detection
involving the generation of H2O2, such as the detection of choline
(catalyzed with choline oxidase), lactic acid (catalyzed with lactate
oxidase), glutamate (catalyzed with glutamate oxidase), and or-
ganophosphorus neurotoxins (inhibiting the catalytic activity of
acetylcholinesterase and choline oxidase), etc. This work is also
being pursued to fully charaterize its sensing capabilities (Fig. 16).5. Conclusions
A review of several of our group's recent and on-going devel-
opments in TFBG-based optical ﬁber sensors has been presented as
well as basic theoretical underpinnings of their properties, with
reference to other technologies involving ﬁber cladding modes, i.e.
LPGs and “excessively tilted” FBGs. Many of these advances require
multidisciplinary teams of engineers, physicists, chemists and
biologist because optics cannot “talk” to chemistry and biology
without some translation. It is these efforts that are allowing the
full potential of such ﬁber sensors to be reached, and in particular
to be able to exploit the extraordinary ﬁgures of merit and signal
to noise ratio reachable with ﬁber gratings in simple conﬁgura-
tions. It has also been demonstrated that in many of the cases
presented, the required instrumentation and protocols arens (TFBG with etched plasmonic coatings).
T. Guo et al. / Optics & Laser Technology 78 (2016) 19–33 31sufﬁciently simple to be implemented in ﬁeld use or point of care
devices at reasonable costs. Where further progress is needed, and
this is demonstrated here by two biomedical applications, is in
sensing for “real” bioﬂuids, where the materials contain many
other substances beyond the desired targets: therefore, in addition
to the usual cross-sensitivities (temperature being the most no-
torious one) “cross-chemical sensitivities” must be addressed, and
this can only occur through advanced chemical and biochemical
synthesis tools. Among the promising avenues to increased func-
tionalization methods, many nanoscale coatings and structures are
currently investigated and will likely lead to progress: micro-
structured ﬁbers with guiding patterns optimized for sensing
[144] (as well as plastic optical ﬁbers [145]) for instance, or the
inclusion of other novel functionalized materials (like carbon na-
notubes [146], silver nanowires [147], silver nanocubes [148], and
graphene [149]), in sensor fabrication. The future is bright indeed
for advanced and practical sensing tools using optical ﬁbers.Acknowledgments
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